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ABSTRACT:There are number of strains of genus lactobacillus, some of them are responsible for spoilage of wine, and
Lactobacillus hilgardii is one of them, which survive under harsh wine condition and spoil the wine by producing the
histamine. In our study focus was made to investigate the genome of lactobacillus hilgardii which was partially
sequenced in the form of contigs, those are the fractioned part of the genome which were used for sequencing and
when aligned together helps us to know the complete genome sequence. The genome sequence needs to be marked by
the gene prediction program to locate gene, their positions, and total number of genes available in the genome drafts
by sequencing. The obtained amino acid sequences were scanned, and predicted the available conserved domain in the
protein sequence. The further study has been made computationally, such as the prediction of the molecular weight,
iso-electric point, subcellular location, lipoprotein, tertiary structure, protease activity along with function prediction
of the proteins coded in the contigs of L. hilgardii, these all were predicted using programs namely TMHMM, LipoP,
Peptide Cutter, Compute Pi and Molecular Weight, PsortB, CDD BLAST, GeneMark.hmm (prokaryotic), PS2 Protein
structure prediction server.
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INTRODUCTION
Lactic acid bacteria are responsible for malolactic
fermentation, an important step in winemaking
[13]. However, some of them induce spoilage
[10,11]. Therefore, specific detection and
identification are useful for quality control.
Precision and reliability of the phenotypical
descriptions are not sufficient enough, and some
misidentifications occur [5,6]. Molecular
approaches offer new opportunities
to
characterize micro-organisms. Lonvaud-Funel e t
al. (1990, 1991) describes the identification of
lactic acid bacteria during vinification and wine
storage by DNA-DNA hybridization[9]. Different
strains of the genus Lactobacillus can be
regularly isolated from must and wine samples.
By various physiological activities, they can
improve or reduce the wine quality. Lactobacillus
hilgardii that is known to survive under harsh
wine conditions is classified as a spoilage
bacterium, e.g. due to the production of
histamine. Many lactobacilli form an S-layer as

the outermost cell wall component which has
been found to facilitate the colonization of
special ecological niches [2]. Water kefir is a
homemade fermented beverage based on
a sucrose solution with fruit extracts. The
inoculum of such fermentations consists of
macroscopic granula containg lactic and acetic
acid bacteria, and yeasts, which are embedded in
an exopolysaccharide (EPS) matrix. A strain of
L.hilgardii producing large amount of the
granule-forming dextran were isolated. The
glycosyltransferase (Gtf) commonly called
glucan sucrose responsible for the production of
this dextran was purified from L.hilgardii[15].In
Lactobacillus hilgardii, together with the
reciprocal
antagonism
between
arginine
deimination and histidine decarboxylation, offer
clue keys to the understanding of the
accumulation of lactate, amine, ammonia and
athylcarbamate
in
wine,with
consequent
implications
on
different
health
risk
controls[7].Putrescine, one of the main biogenic
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amines associated to microbial food spoilage,can
be formed by bacteria from arginine via ornithine
decarboxylase(ODC),or from agmatine via
agmatine deiminase(AgDI).putrescine production
from agmatine could be linked to the aguA and
ptcA genes in Lactobacillus hilgardii X1B,
Enterococcus faecalis ATCC 11700, and Bacillus
cereus ATCC 14579 [8]. Various poly phenols
wine polyphenols shows the inhibitory effects on
the growth of enological lactic acid bacteria such
as Lactobacillus hilgardii and reported to inhibit
the
growth
in
its
particular
concentration/s[3].This study offerd a systematic
steps to decipher the functionality in the draft
genome of L.hilgardii and the retrieved data for
several contigs of L.hilgardii were managed in
the form of database,and the aim to manage
entire obtaind data using Microsoft access is to
retrieve the data easily and assisted us in better
retrieval,editing and management of the data of
contigs in the L.hilgardii.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The whole genome of the L.hilgardii was studied
by computationally by using online tools and
databases. The sequences of L.hilgardii were
obtained in the form of contigs from NCBI
database . And the further study has been made
by using online tools and databases. They are
enlisted
as
follows:
GeneMark.hmm
(prokaryotic) is a program used to predict the
sequences from contigs [12]. CDD BLAST
program used to predict the conserved domain in
the protein sequence .TMHMM is an online tool
those predicted transmembrane helices in
proteins and locates hydrophobic regions in
several proteins.LipoP program predicted
lipoproteins
and
discriminates
between
lipoprotein signal peptides, other signal peptides
and n-terminal membrane helices [14]. Peptide
Cutter predicted potential cleavage sites cleaved
by proteases or chemicals in a given protein
sequence .Pi and Molecular Weight calculated by
tool provided by expasy server[4].PsortB
predicted protein subcellular localization in an
organism[16].PS2 Protein structure prediction
server used to build tertiary structures of
proteins[1] .and the results were stored in
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Microsoft excel, and managed in Microsoft
access as database .
RESULTS
The sequences of L.hilgardii ATCC8290 were
retrieved in the form of whole genome shotgun
sequencing project which contain sequences as
contigs 3, 4, 5,6,7,8,9,11 & 12 by using NCBI
database. Each contig marked with genes
predicted by Gene marking (prokaryotic)
program, as contig3 marked with41 genes,
contig4 with 26, contig5 with 3, contig6 with 48,
contig7 with 2, contig8 with 2, contig9 with 47,
contig11 with 5, and contig12 with 15 genes, i.e.
189 genes were predicted. The available
conserved domain of the predicted protein
sequence was searched by CDD BLAST. Out of
189 proteins, 40 proteins categorized with
transmembrane helices by TMHMM. Out of 189
proteins 32 proteins categorized as lipoprotein,
149 proteins as cytoplasmic protein by LipoP.
Subcellular localization, Pi and Molecular
Weight of each gene were predicted and results
noted in Microsoft excel. Peptide Cutter
predicted potential cleavage sites in each protein
which has shown with the dotted line in the file
with the probable cleavage site in Microsoft
access as an attachment. The three dimensional
structures of 103 proteins out of 189 proteins
were build succsfully by using (PS) 2 server.
DISCUSSION
The computational study of shotgun sequence
with reference to gene mapping and functional
annotation of L.hilgardii provided us with the
partial genome sequence in the form of contigs.
The sequences need to be marked by the genes in
order to understand the functional domain
available in the organism. Our study highlighted
several programs which could be implemented in
the functional annotation of the uncharacterized
regions of the genome. While, further
purification and subcellular functionality could
be linked based on the obtained data of each
protein. Several proteins investigated remained
uncharacterized and nominated as hypothetical
proteins. Further the sequence homology
approach assisted us to predict the probable
function in the proteins governed by the
L.hilgardii. This study involved the potent web
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tools and Database creation tools to figure out the
probable protein coding ability in the draft
genome, and easy data analysis and retrieval
respectively. Such an approach helped us to
understand the distribution of gene sets on the
genome and probable protein information coded
by them to assist wet lab work in greater detail.
This study helped us to know many other things
about Lactobacillus hilgardii.
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TABLE: Functional proteomics of L. hilgardii

Contig

CDDBLAST

Structural
homologs

PsortB

LipoP

TMHMM

pi

Mol.Wt

phage-related
integrases

1z1bB

Cytoplasmic

CYT

no

9.7

44336.4

Hypothetical
protein

1h4pA

Cytoplasmic

CYT

no

5.4

12527.1

Hypothetical
protein

2jesA

Cytoplasmic

CYT

no

9.8

28186.1

Endo-Nacetylmurami
dases
(muramidases
)

2j8gA

Extracellular

CYT

no

9.3

30592.8

1yi8A

Cytoplasmic

CYT

no

5.6

37807.9

1t6cA

Cytoplasmic

CYT

no

9.9

34785.2

(PS)2:protein
structure

Contig 3
1

2

Contig 4
1

2

Contig5
1

2

tryptophanyltRNA
synthetase

Ppx/GppA
phosphatase
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